Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Trabzon Uzungol Tour
Trabzon uzungol is th best fresh and relax place in Turkey.
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PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€0 €0

1 days

1445

ITINERARY
Day 1 : TRABZON UZUNGOL TOUR
Lunch Included
We beg?n our tour at 10.00 am. Taking you from the hotel you have stayed overnight.Firstly we depart for
Uzungol.?t is 99 km. far from Trabzon and 19 km. from Çaykara.
We go of which is another town of Trabzon which is famous with tea.we can see tea factory there. We arrive
in Uzungol at 1:00 pm. We have briefly introduced the touristic town to you and we have our lunch in a cute
restaurant by the lake ,and we give you free time there.
On the way , unbelievable views are waiting for you. Uzungol having the elevation of 1090 m.leaves the
Alps behind with its step slopes and glorious forest cover. The lake which is located at the middle of the
valley and was formed by alandslide having blocked the stream bed is known as uzungöl and the town
around was named after the lake.
The houses of the village called „Serah? , which are harmonious with the environment ,complete the beauty
of the nature.uzungöl that attracted the interest of tourists very much is very rich in the respect of its touristic
potential. At 4:00 pm we depart for Trabzon and after an hour journey we reach the hotel we will stay
overnight.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Guided tour in Trabzon
1 lunch

Excludes
International flights
Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section

Routes

Available On Dates
7 November, 2019 - 15 October, 2021 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

